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And £IT, Cl'T intersect on the join of 0 (the incentre) and the
Kiepertian point.

The equation to TT is

aa (a s - Jc )+ ... + ... = 0 ;

to the join of 0 and mid-point of TT is

aa(b—c)+. .. + ... = 0,

which passes through 0; hence 0 is centroid of A0TT'.

The Isostereans are easily obtained thus : let I line from A, meet
/33Ty1 in h; then we have

ylh = ci/2s=Bri (10),

and therefore Bh is bisector of L B.

I Note.—I began the study of these lines with considering the
general case of the transversals obliquely drawn, but I have not ob-
tained many simple results. I hope, however, to return to this view
of the question as it was suggested in Mr. Kempe's remarks when my
communication was made to the Society. J

Symmetric Functions and the Theory of Distributions.

By Captain P. A. MacMahon, R.A.
[Read March 8th, 1888.]

The theory of distributions is discussed in an elementary manner
in Whitworth's Choice and Chance, Third Edition, Ch. in. The subject
is studied in France under the title VAnalyse Combinatoire. There
have been very few researches during recent years, and none, so far as
my knowledge extends, which proceed by the method employed in
this paper. This method is essentially constructive in its nature.

The investigation has for its object the bringing forwai'd of the
theory as an analytical weapon of considerable power in algebraical
research. The notation employed is new, and possesses the advan-
tage of being the simplest that it is possible to use.

Among results of minor importance and interest, four important
and very general purely algebraical theorems are established.
These are—

(1) A comprehensive law of algebraic reciprocity.
(2) A cardinal theorem of symmetric function expreBsibility.
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(3) A generalisation of Vandermonde's (or Waring's) formula in
symmetric functions.

(4) The formation of symmetrical symmetric-function tables
corresponding to every partition of every number.

The research is continued, from the point of view of the Algebra
of Symmetric Functions, in a paper by the author ("Memoir on a New
Theory of Symmetric Functions "), which will shortly appear in No. 4,
Vol. x. of the American Journal of Mathematics.

The notation employed throughout is that of partitions.
The Theory of Partitions, from the point of view of the Theory of

Numbers, has been studied chiefly by Cayley, Sylvester, Glaisher,
Franklin, and Hammond. These researches have appeared principally
in the Philosophical Transactions of ihe Royal Society, the American
Journal of Mathematics, the Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, and the
Messenger of Mathematics.

An important reference is " A constructive Theory of Partitions,"
by J. J. Sylvester, American Journal of Mathematics, Vol. v., p. 251.

The first mathematician who employed the notation of a partition
in ordinary algebra was Meyer Hirsch in his Algebra published in
1812; since then the idea has been further developed by Cayley,
Hammond, the author of this paper, and probably a few others. The
following memoirs may be consulted :—

Cayley: " A Memoir on the Symmetric Functions," Phil. Trans.
B. S., 1857.

The Author: " Seminvariants and Symmetric Functions," Amer.
Jour, of Math., Vol. vi.; the Author: " On Perpetuants," Amer. Jour,
of Math., Vol. vii.; the Author: " Memoir on Seminvariants," Amer.
Jour, of Math., Vol. viii.; Hammond : " On Perpetuants," Amer. Jour,
of Math., Vol. viii.; the Author: "The Expression of Syzygies," &c,
Amer. Jour, of Math., Vol. x.

Preliminary.

As defined by Whitworth (loc. cit.), "Distribution" is the separation
of a series of elements into a series of classes ; in the general problem,
the things to be distributed may be of any species, viz., there may be
n things, of which p are of one kind, q of a second kind, r of a third,
&c. ..., where p+q+r+ ... = » ; it is then convenient to speak of
things or objects (pqr...) whex-e, in this particular connection, the
partition (pqr ...) is to be regarded as defining the objects in regard
to species; again, the classes into which the objects are to be dis-
tributed may be of any species, and this leads us to speak of classes
(plqxrl . . .), where >̂i + </i + >*i +. . . = »i = the number of classes; the
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partition (pi3iri-'-) here defines the classes in regard to species,
indicating px classes of one description, qx of a second, r, of a third,
and so forth.

It should be observed that, in the use of partitions, repetitions of
the same part are indicated by an index; for instance

( iW22 r •••) is written (p>q2r . . . ) .

If no attention is paid to the order of the objects (whatever be their
species) in a class, the distribution may be described as one into
" parcels " ; each parcel is a class of unarranged objects.

If, however, permutations are permissible amongst objects in the
same class, the distribution is said to be one into '• groups " ; each
group is a class of ai*ranged objects.

Two chief problems may be enunciated as follows :—
"To determine the number of distributions of objects (pqr ...)

into parcels (pxqxrx . . .) ."
" To determine the number of distributions of objects (pqr ...)

into groups (pxqxrx . . . ) . "
Further, we may discuss each of these problems when the distri-

butions are subject to certain restrictions ; it is from the consideration
of restricted distributions that most of the analytical results of this
paper are evolved.

SKCTION 1.

The Distribution Function.

Let a, (5, y, ... be the roots of the equation

The symmetric function 2ap/3y..., where p + j + r + . , , = « , is, in
the partition notation, written

(pqr...).

L e t •^(P9r...),(j>.fl.r,...)

denote the number of ways of distributing objects, defined by the
partition {pqr...), into parcels, defined by the partition (pxqxrx...).
I suppose there to be m parcels, so that^, + 9,+r, + ... = ra.

It will be convenient henceforward to speak simply of the distri-
bution of objects (pqr ...) into parcels (px g1r1...).

I attach the number
•"(W.»)»(Pi9iri-)

to the symmetric function
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and construct the expression

by taking the summation over every partition (pqr ...) of the
number n.

Definition. The Distribution Function of n objects into parcels
(Pi 2i ri •••) *s the expression

where p + q+r+... = n.

I write also

2^(«r...),(plSlr,...) (PiP"...) = % OOi (Pi 2lrl —)•

Let, also,
•"(Par ...),(Pi 8 I I"I - )

denote the number of ways of distributing objects (pqr...) into
groups d>igi*i •••)•

Definition. The Distribution Function of n objects into groups
(.Pi 2i r i •••) i8 *'ne expression

where

In this case I write

2IW..),<P,*1r,..)(2>!F-") = Dg (n),

My present purpose is the study of these two Distribution Functions.

SECTION 2.

Parcels, m in number (i.e., m = n).

Let ft, be the homogeneous product-sum, of degree s, of the n
quantities a, /3, y,...; so that

&c. = &c.

Consider the product
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The symmetric function (pqr ...) will, on performing the multiplica-
tion, be produced a certain number of times. In the factor fePi every
term is of degree px in the quantities. Taking any particular term,
write down the pt quantities occurriug therein in any order with a
dot between each pair of consecutive quantities. We may consider
these JJ, quantities as distributed intop, similar parcels, one quantity
into each parcel. In the same way, any </, quantities which occur in
any term of hVl may be considered to bo q^ quantities distributed into
5, parcels, similar to one another, but different from the former.
Hence it is clear that the number of times that the symmetric func-
tion (pqr ...) occurs in the development of the product hPihQJiri... is
precisely the number of Ayays that it is possible to distribute objects
(pqr ...) into parcels (prf^ . . .), one object in each parcel. Hence,
when HI = n, and no parcel is empty,

Consider, for a moment, the distribution of objects (43) into pai'cels
(52), and ropresent objects and parcels by small and capital letters
respectively. One distribution is represented by the scheme

A A A A A B B
a a a a b b b

wherein an object denoted by a small letter is placed in a pai'cel
denoted by the capital letter directly above it. Corresponding to
this distribution of objects (43) into parcels (52), we have a distribu-
tion of objects (52) into parcels (43), given by the scheme

A A A A B B B
a a a a a b b

derived from the former by interchanging rows as well as small and
capital letters. The process is clearly general and exhibits a one-to-
one correspondence between the distributions of objects (pqr ...) into
pai'cels (Pi<7i?*i • ••)» an<^ the distributions of objects (Pi^r, ...) into
parcels (pqr . . .). It is, in fact, an intuitive observation, that we
may either consider an object placed in or attached to a parcel, or a
parcel placed in or attached to an object.

Hence the very important theorem

A A
•" (w 1 . . ) . 0'ifliiv ••) — -"(PI?I>-I-.)I («••••)•

Analytically this result leads to a law of algebraic symmetry which
I now enunciate.

Theorem.—" The coefficient of symmetric function (pqr...) in the
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development of the product hlh hQihrt ... is equal to the coefficient of
symmetric function (pxqlrl ...) in the development of the product

This law of symmetry I established in the Quarterly Journal of
Mathematics.

The problem of the distribution of n objects into n parcels, one
object into each pai^cel, is thus completely solved by means of a table
of symmetric functions which expresses the /^-products as linear
functions of the single partition forms. (Vide the Tables at the end
of the paper.)

SECTION 3.

Parcels of species (lm)> where m<n.

I now discuss the distributions of n objects into m parcels, no two
of which are similar. Whitworth would describe the problem as a
distribution into in JHFFERUNT parcels.

Let (p*ip**p*>.,..), [2,TT = m, 2,-jrp = n ] ,

be any partition of n into m parts.

Of the whole number of distributions, there will be a certain num-
ber such that va parcels each contain p8 objects,

The distribution function of this pavticulai* case of the.distribution is

To see how this is, observe that the product h'^h'^hH ••• is susceptible

of — — _ L _ ^ — permutations. The parcels are all different, and
7T,! 7T2! 7T3! . . .

hence there are distributions corresponding to each of these permu-
tations. By the last section, for each of these permutations there
will be a distribution function

and for the aggregate of permutations a distribution function

in! rr , T , a 7»3

VOL. XIX.—NO. 319.
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Hence the distribution function of n objects into parcels (1'") is

r, 9)1 I ] t . -I r.j j w, r«

7T ! 7T ' IT ' '"' ' h ''3 " " ' "• '

that is, it is the coefficient of x11 in the expansion of

We may write this result

where 2TT = w, 2,pir = ».

SECTION 4.

General value of A „ „ w . ., ,.

We requiro the coefficient of aj" in the expansion of

(hlx + h1ayi + hax*+ ...)'" = «w, suppose.

Put /(») = 1 + A,aj + M f + M* + ... = l + «»
then (1+w)'" = (l-oa?)-"1 (l-/3a)-" (l-yaj)"1"

and «"'= (1-hn-l)'"

Now, the coefficient of (p*l'p?pl:>...) x" in

2! C^Km-3)!.) l^!(m-3)! i l ^ ! (m-3)! S

—... to m+1 terms.
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Observe that, when

P i = P i = ..• = TTj = 7Ta = . . . = 1 ,

this expression reduces to the mth divided difference of 0".

SECTION 5.

Parcels of species (m).

We now discuss what is commonly known as the distribution of n
objects into m indifferent parcels, but here the objects are of type

iPiPVPV-')-

We may separate the distribution function into portions corre-
sponding to every partition of the number n into exactly in parts.
First, consider such a partition which consists wholly of unrepeated

parts, say (»W 8 . . . r w ) , [Sr = ?i],

the corresponding distribution function is necessarily

hrhrjiu ... hrmi

but in any other case of distribution the function is much less simple.

For clearness first take n = 4, m = 2, and let us examine the distri-
bution function corresponding to two objects in each parcel.

We have h\ = (

and here the distribution, aa in one parcel, /3/3 in the other, occurs
twice instead of once, as would have to be the case if this were really
the distribution function.

Take the expression

and expand it in ascending powers of x ; herein the coefficient of x2*
will be the sum of order s of the homogeneous products of the
quantities

«a,i83,V2, ... «/3,/3y, ya, ...,

which compose the function \ . This homogeneous product sum con.
sists of a number of terms each of which is obtained by multiplying
together s of the quantities

a2, /32, y\ ... aft /3y, ya, ...,
Q 2
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repeated or unrepeated; clearly then, in this homogeneous product
sum, the symmetric function

will occur just as many times as it is possible to distribute 2s objects
s •••) ^n*° parcels (s), two objects being in each parcel.

If then we write

(l-aVJ(l-/3V)(l-yV) ... (l-aPx

7i2, will be the distribution function corresponding to the particular
case of 2s objects in parcels (s), each parcel containing 2 objects.

Now take rs objects in parcels (s), each parcel containing r objects.
Form a fraction whose denominator contains a factor corresponding

to each component member of hn and then suppose

1
[-(1 - ctV) (1 -ft'x') ... (1 - a'" TV) (1 - aft'- las)
L

1 - a'" TV) (1 - aft'- las) "1
.. .(l-a '-2/3V) ... (l-apy...xrU

x3rr+/*,-' x-r + h^ x3

Previous reasoning shows that the distribution function is

Reserving for the present the particular examination of this im-
portant symmetric function, I continue the general discussion.

We have already considered the distribution function corresponding
to the particular case of the partition of n into unrepeated parts ; we
are now in a position to deteiunine the function corresponding to the
case of Tj parcels each containing tx objects, ra parcels each containing
tt objects, &c, or say, corresponding to the partition of n,

(^I'C^S' ••• C) [where 2r = wj.

For, form the symmetric function

and observe the meaning of the coefficient of the symmetric function

(pTp;-pw
s'-h

which will appear when the symmetric function product is developed.
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The function ]i tl contains terms corresponding to every selection

of ^rj objects of the total number », and corresponding to evei'y
distribution of each of these selections into parcels (r,), each parcel
containing exactly tv objects. Hence in the product

h h h v
v

the symmetric function (p*'Pw
2° P'a

3 •••)

will occur just so many times as it is possible to distribute objects
(p^'p^Pl* •••) into m parcels, of which TX contain exactly £, objects, ra

exactly £2, T8 exactly tS) &c, and r, parcels exactly tr objects, &c.

Hence the particular distribution function sought for is

hf .. • llf

Finally, noticing that /&,., and ht..t are identical, AVC see that the distri-
bution function of n objects into parcels (?»i) is

h T'i h '

the summation taking place over every partition

of n which contains exactly m [ = 2r ] parts.

We may write this theorem in the form—

where 3 r = w, %Tt = n.

It is now clear that Df (n) (m) is tlic coefficient of xna'" in the
expression

x'a + h^'a?

which is, therefore, its generating function.
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SECTION 6.

Parcels of type (w^Wg).

In this case, we are concerned with mx similar parcels of one kind
and in3 similar parcels of another kind. Of the n objects we may
have m, objects only distributed amongst the inx similar parcels, and
the remaining n— mx objects distributed amongst the ma similar
parcels; or we may have 7^ + $ objects distributed amongst the mx

similar parcels, and the remaining n — 7^ — s objects amongst the. mi

similar parcels, where s $> n—m^—m^.

Hence
I I - H I , - I I I ,

Dp («), («»!«?,) = t Dp (wj + s), (mj) . Dp (n—nii—s), (ma),
» = 0

and Dp (n), (<w2-1w2) is the coefficient of atlamibmi in the product

which is its generating function.

SECTION 7.

Parcels of type (jn^ni^m^...).

. By similar reasoning we find :—

Dp (n), (7n,mjTO3) = 2 Dp(m1 + s), (m^.Dp (n—mx—s),

SxO L (aO

Dp (7»2 + O> O"s) • ^J9 Ol — till — TO2 — 5 ~ O >

p ( + 8 — 2 m — s —
and generalty,

_ , x , . I, all-Sill, (,111-Jm-I, ^ell-Sm-ft-f,

Dp (7i), (flhuvn,... mr) = 2 S 2

which is the coefficient of xn/u'"1 fxm*... /x"'r in the product

'in 'n (i+hs,

the generating function.
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This determination completes analytically the solution of the
problem of the distribution of objects (pnipna.,.) into parcels
( )

Before proceeding to the subject of distributions, involving
restrictions, I will draw up a list of some of the simpler results.

No. of
Objects.

1
2
2

2
3
3
3
3
3

3
4

4

4

4

4

4
4
4

4

4

4
5
5
5
5

5
5

SECTION 8.

The siviplest cases of Distribution int

No. of
Parcels.

1
1
2

2
1
2
2
3
3

3
1

2

2

3

3

3
4
4

4

4

4
1
2
2
3

3

3

Type of
Parcels.

(1)
(1)
(2)

(I2)
(1)
(2)
(Is)
(3)
(21)

(I8)
(1)
(2)
(V)

(3)

(21)

(I8)
(4)
(31)

(2a)

(212)

(I4)
(1)
(2)
(I2)
(3)

(21)

(I8)

Distribution Function.

V
K
K
*i
hz,
hjh,

2&A>
8)

" • i »

Zt4,

fc4+ftj,

2 t - o

K
KK
hl
I'A
'i
*w
fcA+M»
2fc4/i, + 2fc8fcl,

ftA+^8+2ft
37i8fei + 3? iX
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( S U . Parcel ? & £ Distribution Function.

5 4 (4) J>A,
5 4 (31) hJi2+hX,

• 5 4 (2s) 2h\K

5 4 (21s)

5 4 (1*)
0 1 (1) K

6 2 (2) 7io4-2M2)

6 2 (la) 27!^,4-2O44-^!,

6 3 (^) ^ 0 — ^5^1 "I" ^4"2*4" ^4" i "I" "'a ~"

6 3 (21) 2fc

6 3 (I8) 37*

6 4 (4) fc4;
6 i / O 1 \ 7 7 2 i i 2 . 7 7 7 7 7 3 I 7 3

4 (ol) 7i4rt14-»84-7i8ft8«j —«s«14-/tj

6 4 (22) 2^4^2 4-2feg4-̂ j7i1,

6 4 (213) 71^4-2/^,71,4-7^4-3^,

6 4 (I4)

6 5 (5)

6 5 (41)

6 5 (32)

6 5 (31s)

6 5 (21s)

6 5 (21s)

6 5 (I5) 5/ijfc4.
This table may be continued with little labour, the distribution

functions being derived from those corresponding to a lesser number
of objects whenever the parcel is of such a type that its partition
contains more than a single part. For instance, we may employ
either of the two formula!

Dp (6), (31s) = Dp (3), (3) Dp (3), (Is) +Dp (4), (3) Dp (2), (Is),

Dp (6), (31s) = Dp (4), (31) Dp (2), (1) +Dp (5), (31) Dp (1), (1),

for the calculation of Dp (6), (31s).
The Distribution Functions can then be evaluated in terms of single

partition forms by means of the tables subsequently given.
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I proceed now to show how to express the symmetric function

r*

in terms of 7in h2t h3, ... so as to obtain the expression generally of
D/(n)(ro).

SECTION 9.

The symmetric function hr,.

This function is a homogeneous product sum, formed by taking s and
8 together the terms which compose the homogeneous product sum hr.
hr is the homogeneous product sum of the roots of the equation

aj"-a,a:"-1 + a2a5n"2-... = 0 (i.).

Form the equation whose roots are the several terms of hn viz.,

&-3i&~l+h&'*-''» = ° ("•),

where p = y \"7. '.', and j \ = hr, = hr.
(w—1)! r!

Form also the equation
x"-hla>n-l+hix"-2-... = 0 (iii.).

Let partitions in ( ) and [ ] denote respectively the symmetric
functions of the roots of (i.) and (iii.), and <rK the sum of the «cth

powers of the roots of (ii.)-

We may easily establish the two results

w = (-r1 M,

* We have in fact

x

which may he written

~xn + l~~z"+*~'" _
! . / Mi an X X2 Xn

x x* " V ' x"

•wherein a, £, ... are the roots of (i.), and o', &', ... the roots of (iii.).
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whence 7ir. =j\ = c, = [ l r ] ,

= 2! + Y

= 2! + ^~^ 2 ;

Hence log U-±--±--\ +& + ± & + ... + !6 \ xn+l xn+2 ) x 2 a:3 n

0 2 3 3 3 tf> V ' «"

leading to the result
(«) = (-)«+ 1 [K], where K > «.

Next, consider the identity

wherein «, v, to, ... are the "oots of the equation

and n is supposed indefinitely grea

Let the K, «th roots of unity be denoted by
e l » e 2 > e 3 » ••• ** »

then n — TT-. ;— = n 1 1 + — ) l 1 + — ) l 1 + " 7 " ] "

\ "S 7 / \ " P / I "««

which is

1 = l + (_\« + l[£l+(-.)2(«+l)[5!] + ... + (_)r(« + l)[ill] + j . ..

a;* a:2* x3<

The coefficient of 4- i n the development of the sinister of this identity, according

to ascending powers of —, is the homogeneous product sum of order r of the
x*

quantities a", j8*, 7*, ...; it is thus equal to ati the sum of the «th powers of the
roots of (ii.).

Hence <rx = (-)r<«+1>|>r],
which is equivalent to the second of the two results.
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4! *• ' 2! 2
and so forth.

The law is identical with that which obtains in the expression of
the elementary symmetric functions in terms of the sums of powers,
with the exception that the signs are all positive when r is even.

Hence we can express hrt in terms of hlt \ , h&,....

In particular we thus find
hlt = hx,

and generally h x t = hr* = h r ,

h == {h + h 2 h

1

1
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and for present purposes we need calculate no further.

SECTION 10.

Groups of type (lm).

Consider the expansion of

It consists of products of the quantities a, fi, y,... of the wth degree
taken in all possible ways, repetitions and permutations being alike
allowable. On this understanding the expansion consists of a number
of terms each with coefficient unity. Suppose any such term to be

and place dots in any on—I out of the n—1 intervals between the
letters ; this can be done in

ways.(n—m)! (in—1)1

A distribution (I"1) will correspond to each of these ways for every
term of the expansion //".

Thus the distribution function of n objects into groups (1"') is

and denoting by ^ (P 'V . . . ) » (lm)

the number of distributions of objects (p'^p^...) into groups (lm),
we have

B .. .. c, 1?n = — . ( » - ! ) ! m

The distribution function is the coefficient of x* in

SECTION 11.

Groups of type (w).

Consider the symmetric function sum
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arranged as a sum of products of letters a, /3, y, ..., each permutation
of every product occurring as a term, so that only coefficients equal to
unity present themselves.

We require the homogeneous product sum of all these terms, of
any desired order.

Putting n = 2, 3, ... r successively, we may write as generating
functions

1
( l - a W ) ( l - 0 W ) ... (l-a/?aa9)8 (\-ayax%)%...

(l-a8aaj8)(l-j88aaj8)...(l-oa/3oa58)8...(l~a/3ya^)6

= l + iraax8 + .H8.aV+...,
&c,

and generally
1

(1-cToO ... (l-ar-lfiaxry ... ( l -a/3y ... axr)rl...

wherein JEfr# represents the sth order homogeneous product sum of all
the separate terms which arise when h\ is multiplied out in extenso.

By reasoning similar to that employed in the discussion of
" Parcels," we see that

denotes the distribution function of sr objects in groups (s) in such-
wise that each group shall consist of r objects.

Also that the distribution function of n objects into groups (vi) is

the summation taking place over every partition of n

(CCC-)
which contains exactly m [ = 2r] parts.

Thus Dg (n), (TO) = 2 H r H.u H,, , . . . ,

and it is the coefficient of xnam in the expansion of

ff
which is, therefore, the generating function.
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SECTION 12.

Groups of type (mlmi
<ms... ) .

The law of derivation of the distribution functions of groups of
many part partition types is precisely the same in the case of groups
as in the case of parcels.

I, therefore, proceed at once to the examination of the new symmetric

function ~ S..

SECTION 13.

The symmetric function JJ.,.

Let ajw-Jfc1a5
w-1 + Jfe9a5t0-2-... = 0

be the equation, having for its roots the several quantities of which
Hy, is the homogeneous product sum of order 8.

Then - Â  = &; = fl>

Further, let <r< denote the sum of the Ith powers of the roots of this
equation.

If-partitions in ( ) refer to the symmetric functions of the equation

( x _ a ) (8_/j) ( a . _ y ) ... = o,

we have at — (J,y j

also k% = * (,;-„,)

hence H, = ^-fc, = i + 5i

o r . car
2! '2 "

Also, since ks = ^ j ^ J + »

we find H,M = fcj —2A;lfcs + fc8

3

3! 2 3

— iiZ_ J-
3! 2 3 '

and so forth.
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Hence, finally, transforming as before to symmetric functions of
the roots of the equation

aP-ft la>"-I+»lar '- . . . = 0,

Hrl = (1)' = [1]-,

The symmetric function E^ can be thus expressed in terms of
^ , hv h6.

These results should be compared with those obtained in section 9
for the case of distribution into parcels.

It will be noticed that JJ., is derived from h^ by simply writing
[&]r in place of [AT].

SECTION 14.

Restricted distributions into Parcels.

The distributions considered in the foregoing sections were not sub-
ject to any restriction. There was no limit to the number of similar
objects that it was permissible to distribute either into a single parcel
or into a set of similar parcels. This freedom from restriction led
naturally to the invariable appearance of the symmetrio functions,
which express the sums of the homogeneous products of the quantities,
in the distribution functions.

In order to find the distribution function of n objects in n parcels,
one object in each parcel, subject to the restriction that no two objects
of the same kind are to appear in parcels of the same kind, we have
merely to employ the elementary symmetrio functions

alt ait a8, ...

instead of the homogeneous product sums

The product ay>,a<?, an •••

is necessarily the distribution function of n objects into parcels
(Pi 2iri •••)» wherep14-g,+r1+... = n, subject to the restriction that
no two similar objects are to appear in similar parcels. Thus, since

(1») (Is) = (
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we discover that, subject to the restriction, objects (218) can be dis-
tributed into parcels (32) in three different ways. These three ways
are apparent in the scheme :—

A
a

a

a

A

y
I

A

y
6

B
h

ft
y

B
a

a

a

We wish now to impose the restriction that not more than t similar
objects are to be distributed into similar parcels. For this purpose,
form the symmetric functions

MJ ht *3> *4> " • »

where t, is defined to be that portion of the homogeneous product
sum h, in which no quantity occurs to a higher power than t.

In the product tlh t(h tn ... ,

we may suppose any term composing tlh to be written out with the
letters in any order and a dot placed between each, consecutive pair of
letters. We consider the ^i letters to denote px objects distributed
into JJ1 similar parcels. Obviously, not more than t similar objects thus
appear in similar parcels. By reasoning similar to that employed in
section 1, it is established that, in the product

when expanded, the symmetric function ( pqr ...) will appear with a
coefficient which represents the number of ways that it is possible to
distribute objects (pqr ...) into parcels (^i(Ziri •••)» o u e object in each
parcel, subject to the restriction that not more than t similar objects
are to appear in similar parcels. This restriction does not alter the
reciprocal nature of the distribution. It is immaterial whether we
regard the objects distributed into the parcels or the parcels distri-
buted into the objects. We may say that not more than t similar ob-
jects are to be contained in similar parcels, or we may say that
not more than t similar parcels are to contain similar objects. The
restriction does not affect the reciprocity.

Theorem.—The number of ways of distributing objects (pqr ...) into
parcels (^i2iri---) *s equal to the number of wjiys of distributing
objects (px qxrx...) into parcels (p<P'...)'} the distributions being

. subject to the restriction that not more than t similar objects are to
present themselves in similar parcels.

This theorem points to a general algebraic law of symmetry.
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Theorem.—The coefficient of symmetric function (pqr ...) in the

development of ' ^,^A,---

is equal to t h e coefficient of s y m m e t r i c funct ion (2}i9iri •••) * n ^ n e

development of tptqtr....

This theorem includes all previous laws of symmetry.

The observation is made that, if any table of functions be found to
possess symmetry of this nature, it follows, as a necessary and easily
established result, that the " inverse table" also possesses the same
symmetry.

The laws of symmetry, as apparent in ordinary tables of symmetric
functions, ai*e included in the above theorem. Still retaining the
same restriction, it is easy to prove that the distribution function of n
objects into parcels (1'") is

wherein Sir = in; 2JJT = n.

SECTION 15.

General value of tAip*, «•> »3 \ /lm\.

We require the coefficient of x" in the expansion of

(t1x + t.ix'i + tli.6<i+. . . ) m ,

and therein, the coefficient of the symmetric function

Put txx + t3x
2 + t.y + ... = u,

±u L i L i - a " v * 1 i-/3<''-6
<fcl i - y + v °

so that 1 + M+ M = — . — , — : . —7- ... ,
1 — ux I — / ~>Ji 1 — y;<J

and (1 -fit) ' = II j 1 -ma'x'-i- — « u ' V —... V

x j 1 + max+ v -—- a-a;3 + ... > .

In this product, the coefficient of the symmetric function

VOL. XIX—NO. 320. K
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is ((m+p,-!)! Qw+fr-f-2)! .
( ( 1 ) ! ! ( i ) ! ( i ) ! " r

f(m+p2-!)! ( T O + f t - ^ 2 ) ! . 7 "
l(n»-l)!l»i! (m-l)!( j»,-«-l)! ) ""

and, since

find

_

l
l)! *

m(m- l ) C (m + p,-3)! , g . (w + ft —<-4)! . 7 ••
2! l (w-3 ) !^ ! ^ ; (m-3)! (p. -^- l ) ! 5

l(m-3)!p»! V J (m-3)l (V%-t-l)t. ) '"

There is no difficulty in continuing the theory of this restriction. I
have not thought it advantageous to proceed further with it in the
caso of distributions iuto parcels.

SECTION 16.

Restricted Distributions into Groups.

It is convenient to write

The distribution function of the unrestricted distribution of n
objects into groups

is then the coefficient of a;" in the expansion of

(77, x
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where Hx — ht — (1),
17, = 7̂  = ( 2 ) + 2(1'),

I further denote by At, Bit Gn ... Tn ...

those portions of H, which involve partitions containing no part
greater than

1, 2, 3, ... t, ... respectively.

It is easily seen that the distribution function of n objects into groups
(lm), subject to the restriction that not more than t objects of the
same kind are to present themselves in groups of the same kind, is
given by the coefficient of x" in

SECTION 17.

Algebraic Theorems derived from the Theory of Distributions.

DEFINITION.

Of a number n, take any partition

(X1X,X,...X.).

It becomes necessary to consider the separation of such a partition
into component partitions. Such a separation may be represented by
enclosing the component partitions in brackets; thus :

(M«)(VA)W....
It is convenient to arrange the components in descending order as
regards their weight or content, and, if these successive weights are
in order

p, q, r, ...,

to speak of a separation of species (jJj>'...).

Just as we speak of the degree of a partition, meaning the magni-
tude of the largest part in such partition, so we may speak of the
degree of a separation, meaning the sum of the largest parts in its
components.

We have thus, primarily, three characteristics of a separation, viz.,

(i.) the separable partition,

(ii.) the species,

(iii.) the degree.
E2
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General Theorem of Algebraic Reciprocity.

In § 1,1 considered the distribution of n objects into n parcels, and
showed that the distribution function of objects into parcels

i s ' hPihqihri....

We may analyse this result in the following manner:—

Write ^ , = ( 1 ) ^ ,

Xa = (2) *,

t = (4) «4+ (31) xsx, + (22) »;+ (2P) x2zl+ (1*) x\,

and generally X, = 2 (Vv- • •) x*xr>x- - • -»

the summation being in regard to every partition of s.

Consider the result of multiplication

xPix8izr>;.. = sPx;»;;....
P consists of an aggregate of terms, each of which, to a numerical
factor pres, is a separation of the partition

of species (jPi?iri •••)•

P, further, is the distribution function of objects into parcels

subject to ccrtnin restrictions.

If in any distribution of n objects into n parcels (one object into
each parcel) we write down a number

whenever we observe £ similar objects in similar parcels, we write
down a succession of numbers

where (SiMs—)

is some partition of n.

We may be given these nnmbers, and say that the distribution is
subject to a restriction of partition
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Subject to this restriction, there are a certain number of distributions.
In the present case, if we put

2P

is obvionsly the distribution function of n objects into n parcels with-
out restriction.

P itself is manifestly the distribution function subject to the re-
striction of partition

Employing a more general notation, we may write

XPlXp.XP3... — zrx^x,^ . . . ,

and then P is the distribution function of objects into parcels

subject to the restriction of partition

(fisfsl'...).
Multiplying out P, we get the result

x;\x;\x;i... = so tfxix';...)»;;«...,

indicating that, with a restriction of partition

there are precisely 6 ways of distributing n objects

amongst n pai'cels (p^p'^p*3...),

one object into each pai'cel.

Now, it is seen intuitively that, since there is one object in every
parcel, it is immaterial whether we regard an object attached to a
parcel or a pnrcel attached to an object, and that making this ex-
change does not alter the partition of restriction.

Hence the number of distributions must be the same, and if

then also X', ̂ £ X[\... = ...+d (p\lp\'p\3...) a£ x\\ x',\....

This extensive theorem of algebraic reciprocity includes all known
theorems of symmetry in symmetric functions.
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Limiting attention to the powers of

we immediately obtain Cayley's law of symmetry.

Putting, further, #j = 0,

we obtain a theorem of wide application in the multiplication of co-
variants of binary quantics.

We may enunciate it as follows:—

Theorem.—Selecting at pleasure any three partitions of n

separate in any manner the numbers occurring in

into 7T, portions of content px,

Multiply the product of partitions thus formed by the number wbich
expresses the number of ways of permuting the product, the only
permutations allowable being those amongst partitions of the same
content; take the sum of all such separations of the partition

each multiplied by the proper number determined as explained above.
The coefficient of the symmetric function

in this sum of compound symmetric functions, will be precisely the
same as if in the process we had interchanged the partitions

Generalisation of Wai-ing's Formula.

Waring's formula for the expression of the nth power sum of the
roots of an equation

> f I - s - . . . = 0 ,
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in terms of the coefficients, is usually written

- l ) ! m

Write this in the following form, viz.,

8 ( 1 ) s ^ ( 1 ) ( 1 ) _ ( p ) >

m! A,! A3! ... A,,!

Observe that this formula expresses the sum of the mth powers of the
roots in terms of separations of the partition

O m ) ;

the typical separation ( 1 / ' (12)X«... ( l " / n

is of species (lXl 2X*... nx"),

and of degree S\ .

I proceed to demonstrate a formula for the expression of the mth

power sum of the roots as a linear function of separations of any
partition whatever of m.

The general formula to be established is

wherein (\'/im...) is the separable partition, (/,)'• (/«,)'•... is a separa-
tion of (\J/im...), and the summation is in regard to every such
separation.

In this formula, 8 (XV"1 • )

denotes the sum of the wth powers of the roots (ZX + ra/i-f... = n) in
terms of separations of (\'/u"*...)•

Write down the series of relations

from the first two of these we find
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or, as this may be written,

tffooa) — («i)(aa)-(aiai)>

and from the third we get, after reduction,

2,9 foajaj) = 2 (a,) («,) (a8) — (a,) (oja8) - (aa) (aia3) - (as) (afr) + (a^a,).

It is obvious that we can continue this series indefinitely, and express
8 (aictjaja4)» S («iasa8a4i8), ••• *n terms of separations of the partitions

This holds also notwithstanding any equalities that may exist be-
tween the parts a1} as, a8, ... of the separable partition. The formula
would, however, require modification in those cases.

First, suppose that no equalities exist between the parts of the
separable partition ; we require the expression of

(S(a,aj ... an)

in terms of separations of (ciya,... a,,).

One such separation is, for example,

( a n a , a . . . a i p ) ( a j i a a J . . . a2q) . . . (anati . . . a , , ) ,

•where the successive component partitions have p, q, ... v parts, re-
spectively, and there are t components.

Of this type there are in all

n!
—;—; separations,

p! q ! . . . i ' !

and by symmetry we see that in the expression of

S(a,o»...on),

each such separation must be affected by the same coefficient.

Write, then,

8 (a,a,... a,,) = 2 P 2 (ona13 ... a,p)(a,iaM ... a2q) ... («fla« ... a,,).

To determine P, observe that if

a, = o, = ... = an,

the formula should reduce to Waring's, viz.—
8 (a») = 2 ( - ) " + l ( * - l ) ! n (uf)(af) ... (V),

where for simplicity it is supposed that no equalities exist between
the ntegors p, q,... v.
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On this supposition of the equality of the parts of the separable
partition, the assumed formula becomes

and, equating these two expressions for 8 (a"), we find

r ~ ( ~ ) (n-1)!1

and we thus reach the formula

= 3 ( — ) ' (*—1) ! 2 (aMnM ... o,p)(a3,a23 ... a2q) ...

or, as this may be written,

( - ) • ( n - 1 ) 15(0,0, ...a,,)

= S ( —)' (t — l) ! (onnu ... a^Xa^a,, ... a29) ... (anatt ... a<r).

The supposition of any number of equalities between the integers
p, q, ...v renders requisite an easy modification of the proof, and leads
to the same final result.

I pass on to the general case

0(xV"...),
and put

Starting with the formula

= 2 ( —)' (<— 1) ! (ana,, ... alj,)(anan .... a2,) ... (awaa ... a<t(),

suppose that of the numbers

p, q, —Mi

y, have the value ?, + »«,+ ...,

j9 have the value

7, have the value Z,+m,+ ... .

We may give such values to the quantities n, that certain of the
separations under the summation sign shall become
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viz.,—we must put I of them equal to X, m of them equal to ft, and
so on. The number of separations which thus become of the required
form is easily found to be

l\m\

a im, ! . . . ^ f t l * , ! . ..)*•• .(V.mJ... )'< ii! j , ! . . . jJ*

Also, on replacing a component (anals... o,p) by (X'1 /*'"'...), where

we must multiply by Z,! mx!...;

we thus get a multiplier

( I , ! in, ! . . . y - r t ! m , ! . . . ) * . . . (I. I m J . - . y - ,

and, farther, t is equivalent to %j.

Thus,

_ / ^ • • . t u l l m ! . . . (^/— 1 ) !

leading to the formula

Assuming the form

another proof may be given.

In this form the sums—

are each considered constant.
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Putting each part equal to X, we must multiply every resulting

componen t (\'« ••"•••••) by

Thus 8 (X1""-)

Now . + **.+ ...) 1}'

for each represents the total number of permutations of l + m+
things, of which I are of one sort, m of a second, &c.

Hence

8 (X**"*-) = 2 (* + w + —) ! p (\'>•»'.••••)>. (X''*01^-)^... (Al.*"»*~y».
2! m !...

Comparing this with the known formula

we find, as before,

It will be noticed that the general result involves only the numbers
Z, m, ...jvji,...; so that, merely attending to these multiplicities, we
may write the result in the hypersymbolic and compact form—

( ) 7 , r o , \ i ( > | ̂  AA... |,
where | j\j3js... | denotes the sum of all the corresponding separations.

This theorem enables us at once to write down an expression for
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the stt power of the roots corresponding to every partition of s. Thus
for 5 = 6, the series is

8(6) = (6),

fl (51) = (5)(1)-(51),

8(4>V) =

8 (31s) = (3)(1)»-(31)(1)3-2(3)(1
2)(1)

*),

New Tables of Symmetric Functions.

It may be gathered from the foregoing section that it is possible
to form tables of symmetric functions, of a symmetrical character,
corresponding to every partition of every number. We may select at
pleasure any partition as the partition of restriction, and write down
partitions representing every possible species of its separations; by
the side of these partitions we may write down the compound
symmetric functions represented by the corresponding separations.
In the expansion of these compounds in a series of monomial symme-
tric functions, only those monomials will occur which have partitions
identical with those representing the species of the separations ; this
follows naturally from the law of algebraic reciprocity. Thus a
symmetrical table necessarily results. To make the method clear, I
instance the partition

(218),

and exemplify, in full, the corresponding symmetric function.table.
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Form two columns—

(5)

(41)

(32)

(318)

(221)

(218) (2) (I)8.

The left-hand column gives the species of possible separations of

(21s).

The right-hand column gives the corresponding separations as derived
from the X products (vide previous section).

Thus (21)(12) + (13)(2) is coefficient of x%x* in X8Xa,

and 2(2)(1«)(1) „ x,x\ in X^X,.

We may then set out in any convenient way the following table :—

(5) (41) (32)(319)(291)(21»)

(21s) (1)

1

1

2

3

1

3

2

4

1

3

4

6

6

2

2

6

4

6

1

3

4

6

6

6

which reads the same by rows as by columns.

In this way we may treat every partition of every number.
We may invert these tables so as to exhibit the single partition

symmetric functions in terms of compound symmetric functions
symbolised by separations.

We reach then the cardinal and very important theorem of ex-
pressibility, which I now enunciate.

Theorem.—" Being given any symmetric function, of partition

( X / i v . . . ) ,
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let (XjXjXg...) be any partition of X,

„ „

Then the symmetric function

is expressible by means of compound symmetric functions which are
symbolised by separations of the partition

In the example above of the partition

it will be noticed tbat there are 7 separations and 6 species of separa-
tions ; there is thus

7 - 6 = 1 ,

syzygy between the separations.

The syzygy in question is, in fact, derivable from the separation

(21) (2),

for we may either express (21) in terms of separations of (I8), leaving
(2) unchanged, or we may leave (21) unchanged and express (2) in
terms of separations of (I2) ; thus the syzygy is

(2) {( l ' ) ( l ) -3( l»)}-(21) {(iy-2(V)} = 0,

or (2)(P)(l)-3(2)(l»)-(21)(l)8+2 (21)(1») = 0.

In general, if there are 8 separations of any partition and <j> species
of separation, there must be

6—<f>

eyzygies between the 0 separations.
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(1)

and the Theory of Distributions.

The h Tables direct.

(2) (I8) (3) (21) (Is)

h]

255

1

1

1

2

1

I

1

1

2

3

1

3

6

(4) (31) (20 (21s) (!•) (5) (41) (32)(312)(2S1)(218) (I5)

M i 1

1

1

1
iH

2

2

3

4

2

3

4

•6

r-1

3

4

7

12

r-l
4

6

12

24

K

M,
M:

M!

iH

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

5

r-l

2

3

4

5

7

10

3

4

7

8

13

20

3

5

8

11

18

30

rH

4

7

13

18

33

60

5

10

20

30

60

120

(6) (51) (42) (4l2) (32) (321) (31s) (23) (2US)(214) (I6)

M!

h.6h.2hl

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

3

o

3

4

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

3

5

7

6

8

11

15

1

3

4

7

4

8

13

9

14

21

30

1

2

3

4

4

6

8

7

10

14

20

1

3

5

cc

6

12

19

15

24

38

60

1

4

7

13

8

19

34

24

42

72

120

1

3

6

9

7

15

24

21

33

54

90

I

4

8

14

10

24

42

33

58

102

180

1

5

11

21

14

38

72

54

102

192

300

1

6

15

30

20

60

120

90

180

360

720
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The h Tables—inverse.
h*

(1) (2)

(I2)

2

-1

-1

1

3

-3

1

-3

4

-2

1

-2

i—
i

M i

(3)

(21)

(I3)

h6 &A Ms Mi

(4)

(31)

(21')

(I4)

4

— 4

-2

4

-1

-4

7

2

-7

2

— 2

2

3

-4

1

4

-7

— 4

10

-3

-1

2

1

-3

1

(5)

(41)

(32)

(313)

(221)

(21s)

(I5)

5

-5

-5

5

5

-5

1

-5

9

5

-9

-7

9

_o

-5

5

£

-8

-11

10

2

5

— I)

-8

12

10

-13

3

5

n

-11

10

14

-1-1

3

-5

9

10

-13

-1J

17

-4

1

o

2

3

3

4

1

(51)

(42)

(4P)

(33)

(321)

(3l8)

(2s)

(21*)

6

-G

-G

6

-3

12

- 6

2

-9

G

-1

-G

11

6

-11

3

-17

11

_ o

14

-11

2

-6

6

14

-10

3

-20

10

— G

l!)

o

6

-11

-10

15

-3

21

-15

4

-20

1G

— 3

-3

3

3

-3

6

-15

G

-1

9

-G

1

12

-17

-20

21

-15

61

-30

8

-48

34

-G

— G

11

10

-15

G

-30

19

-4

26

-21

4

2

-2

-6

4

-1

8

-4

4

-10

G

-1

-9

14

19

-20

9

-48

26

-10

40

-33

G

6

-11

-12

16

-6

34

-21

6

-33

2G

-5

-1

2

2

-3

1

-6

4

-1

6

-5

1


